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(R2) 14:10 SALISBURY, 1m 1f 201y 

Byerley Stud British EBF Fillies' Handicap (Class 3) (3YO only)
No(Dr) Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 (1) 1213-8 IDEOLOGICAL (IRE) 28 BF 
b f Dawn Approach - Micaela's Moon

3 9 - 7 Jack Mitchell
R Varian

83

Jockey Colours: Red, black sash
Timeform says: Progressive at the end of last year on the all-weather but disappointed on
return at Ripon last month. That was her first run on turf and while connections persevere
today but others make more appeal.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

2 (2) 41-7 BABA GHANOUJ (IRE) 15 
b f Sea The Stars - Lombatina

3 9 - 6 David Probert
Ed Walker

82

Jockey Colours: Black, yellow cap
Timeform says: Looked to be useful last year when winning her second career start.
Reappearance at Ascot a fortnight ago was disappointing but race wasn't run to suit and
should improve for the step up in trip.  (Forecast 5.00)

Notes: 

3 (4) 23-1 FRISELLA 70 D 
b f Frankel - Panzanella

3 9 - 4h R Havlin
J H M Gosden

80

Jockey Colours: Green, pink sash and cap, white sleeves
Timeform says: Won a minor event at Chelmsford in March after showing promise in two
runs prior to that. That was a weak event and the form hasn't worked out though. Has had a
few gaps in her form and best watched.  (Forecast 4.50)

Notes: 

4 (5) 137- QUINTADA 212 
b f Leroidesanimaux - Quiza Quiza Quiza

3 9 - 2 F Norton
M Johnston

78

Jockey Colours: White, emerald green hoops, white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Won on debut last August but didn't matched that level of performance in
two subsequent runs. One to note in the market on her first run since October on handicap
debut.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

5 (6) 53416-4 SUFFICIENT 18 C 
gr f Showcasing - Good Enough

3 9 - 2 Rob Hornby
B R Millman

78

Jockey Colours: Purple, emerald green sash, red sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Course winner who shaped with plenty of promise here at the end of last
month when badly hampered 1f. Every chance she will improve for that run combined with
the step up in trip.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

6 (3) 26-1 BELLA VITA 13 D 
gr f Aussie Rules - Garabelle

3 9 - 1 Charles Bishop
Eve Johnson
Houghton

77

Jockey Colours: White, dark blue cross belts and armlets
Timeform says: Looked to have improved as a 3 year old when winning a maiden at
Lingfield earlier this month. Type to progress further for a yard that have started the season
well and she makes most appeal.  (Forecast 4.00)

Notes: 
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TIMEFORM VIEW: BELLA VITA did everything right when winning a Lingfield maiden earlier this
month and a mark of 77 looks manageable on her handicap debut. Baba Ghanouj could be excused
her Ascot run and she may improve for this trip. Sufficient is another worthy of consideration on the
back of her promising yet unlucky reappearance at this course last month.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: BELLA VITA (6) 
2: BABA GHANOUJ (2) 
3: SUFFICIENT (5)


